Students Plan New Safe Ride Schedule
By Vipul Bhushan

The route and timetable for the Safe Ride program will take effect on Monday. The new system is based on the recommendations of seven undergraduates who studied the system for Transportation Laboratory (1-102).

According to Anil P. Gavhane, chair of the Safe Ride Committee, the new system will be in place by the fall.

The committee was formed last spring to address concerns about the current Safe Ride service.

"We want to provide a safe and convenient way for students to get around campus," said Gavhane. "We have been working with the COD to make improvements, and we hope to have a schedule in place by fall."

The committee plans to meet weekly to discuss the progress of the project and to make any necessary changes.

"We are committed to providing a safe and reliable service for the students," said Gavhane. "We will continue to work with the COD and the students to make sure that the Safe Ride program meets their needs."
ится в очередь к магазину, чтобы купить лимонад, который и был в старых киосках. И когда он вернулся домой, он понял, что не хочет больше ничего покупать в магазине. Он решил, что лучше всего будет сделать покупки в местных киосках, которые он знает по старым фотографиям.

Таким образом, общее впечатление от двадцатого века - это симфония старых и новых элементов. Несмотря на то, что многие из этих элементов могут быть неприятными, они также могут быть интересными и полезными. Важно помнить, что старые элементы могут быть преобразованы в новые, что делает их еще более интересными.

Важно отметить, что в двадцатом веке был многообразие способов связи. Например, в старых фотографиях можно видеть людей, которые болтают по телефону или пишут письма. В то время как в современном мире мы можем общаться с людьми в различных частях света через интернет или мобильные телефоны.

В заключение, двадцатый век был миром, в котором старые и новые элементы соединились вместе. Мы можем научиться у старых элементов и использовать их в новых контекстах, чтобы улучшить нашу жизнь. Важно помнить, что старые элементы не должны быть забыты, они продолжают влиять на наши современные дни.
Economic Growth Slows; Clinton Says Stimulus Needed

By John M. Berry

WASHINGTON

Hit by everything from a big winter storm to an ever-present threat of defense spending, U.S. economic growth declined sharply to 1.8 percent in the fourth quarter. After six months of the trend, the Commerce Department said Wednesday that President Clinton used the slowdown to fix the 4.7 percent rate in the first quarter. All have been about employees and volunteers have plan will be formed. to produce the stuff of secret- to produce the stuff of...
Racism Remains A Problem

Many of us pass our years here without dwelling too much on race. Open race and formal, if not institutionalized discrimination are no longer a part of our reality, and they meet with the overwhelming condenmation of nearly all students at the Institute. Our club sports, and activities are racially diverse, and a casual walk around campus reveals students of all racial and ethnic groups. It would be easy to say that, at first glance racial problems at MIT are no longer part of our reality, and they meet with the inside of an administrative office. Despite these problems, though, most MIT students and most Americans in general see that race relations are good — and hopefully getting better.

Then came the Rodney King case in Los Angeles. Then came the PBE incident at MIT. Clearly, racism remains a serious problem at college campuses and the entire United States, 30 years after the greatest successes of the civil rights struggles of the 60's. And it is clear that we are not anti-racist, that we are not, in fact, working against racism when there are no more laws to fight.

You have to make people realize that racism is still a problem. The first step in combatting racism is recognizing that it is a real problem. It is important for us to understand racism is real, and that MIT is an example of the kind of country we are in.

As a real social problem, it must be treated seriously. Racial incidents on campus are reports of a group of students who feel that they are victims of discrimination. Non-minorities in particular must realize that a large percentage of the population of the United States still believes that blacks are inferior to whites. The system is based — by being followed around by a shop-keeper in stores, by being stopped on the streets for no reason for questioning comments or insulting jokes made on-hand. Racism is everywhere and racism is real, at MIT and in America.

Our slogan is "Recognizes Diversity." On-campus interracial and multicultural dialogues have increased. Many large organizations are groups that begin to bring the cultural and social walls that divide us and lessen misunderstandings. It is amazing to see groups that would never meet under the rug. The first bit of the vision is spreading, and we are changing the way America's students are in school. We are creating white student groups that have never met.

On-campus interracial and multicultural dialogues have increased. Many large organizations are groups that begin to bring the cultural and social walls that divide us and lessen misunderstandings. It is amazing to see groups that would never meet.

On-campus interracial and multicultural dialogues have increased. Many large organizations are groups that begin to bring the cultural and social walls that divide us and lessen misunderstandings. It is amazing to see groups that would never meet.

In addition to alleviating racism, the goal of the PBE administration talked to the student body about the issue, but with the ongoing discrimination of the administration, it seems that I have to repeat what I find to be a very truthful statement: "Talk ain't nothing but a word." It seems to be a word that Vest's administration has understood. I repeat: Do not consider yourself to be unaccountable to the student body, do not consider yourself to be accountable to anyone. It is about time you called Cesar Chavez's death the passage of a "great union leader. He was one of the most important labor leaders since World War II."

The accomplishments of Cesar Chavez stand as an example of the power of one man, and we should all know it. The story of Cesar Chavez is a story of how one person can change the world. Chavez was born on April 30, 1927, in Yub, California. He was the son of a farm worker. As a child, he worked in the fields and helped his parents farm their land.

Chavez went on to become a farmer and a labor organizer. In 1962, he founded the United Farm Workers (UFW), a farm workers' union. The UFW fought for better working conditions for farm workers, including higher wages, safer working conditions, and more rights for workers.

Chavez's leadership and dedication to the cause of farm workers' rights earned him worldwide recognition. He received numerous awards and honors, including the Medal of Freedom

Chavez was a true leader and a symbol of hope for those who struggle against injustice and poverty. He was a man of courage and conviction, and his legacy continues to inspire people around the world.
Europe '93!
Make your Summer into a European Experience!

Garber Travel can show you how
to do it, at the best bargain prices available.
Including low European airfares, Eurail passes,
cheap hotel packages, Youth Hostel information & more!

1105 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge
492-2300

Would you like to be one of
THE HAPPY FEW™?

Are you young (18-40) and college-educated? Are you seriously searching for love? We offer self-descriptive essays written by people who are, like you, looking for true love and companionship. You decide whom to contact.

Whether you are . . .
- a man seeking a woman,
- a man seeking a man,
- a woman seeking a man, or
- a woman seeking a woman,

The Happy Few is a decent, confidential, and intelligent way to discover your perfect love. For details, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to:
Dept. MT, Box 382805, Cambridge, MA 02238.

You can't take it with you... so let us store it for you.
We're taking deposits now!

Consider Boston Self-Storage an after-school hangout for your stuff. For maximum savings, rent any space and stake the cost with your buddies. See chart for pricing.

(617)668-8282
135 Old Colony Ave.

What Do You Think?
Join The Tech's Opinion Department.
Call Jeremy or Brian at 253-1541 or stop by our offices in Room 114 of the Student Center for pizza Sunday 6-8 p.m.
The Time Has Come To Start Giving Back!

Recycle MIT! has been chosen as our Senior Gift Project because MIT lacks a comprehensive recycling program. About 400 tons of recyclable waste is thrown away each year on our campus. Through funds raised by the class gift, “bins” will be conveniently placed along the Infinite Corridor and at other key locations around the Institute. With these new bins recycling at MIT will be easier and more common.

We recognize that the first step toward a healthy environment begins with education, so we are making education a cornerstone of our gift. We’ll be generating informational posters and leaflets, as well as supplying much-needed money for environmental education. These efforts- in the finest tradition of MIT- will help individuals make informed decisions about how their actions affect the global environment.

By contributing to Recycle MIT! you not only help MIT but the community as a whole. But without the actual gifts in hand, we will be unable to implement Recycle MIT! If all goes as planned and enough gifts are received, we will be displaying our first “bin” at commencement, making ’93 one of the only classes whose actual physical project will be ready to present at graduation!

You may also designate your contribution to another project, one that matters to you personally, such as Student Financial Aid, U.R.O.P., the Independent Residence Development Fund, or Athletics. But please, if you haven’t yet made a pledge, do so now! And if you have, send in your pledge as soon as you can. Our goal is to have 93% of the class participate. Help us meet this goal before Commencement and make our gift announcement even more successful!

PLEDGE TODAY!
And Please, Send Your Gift in Promptly!

Visit the Alumni Association in room 10-140 or call x3-0708 for more information.
One of Hearts

Directed by: Yurek Bogayevicz.

Starring William Baldwin, Kelly Lynch,

and Sherilyn Fenn.

Three of Hearts

I've been listening to the radio on your walkman while sitting in the Athena cluster working on your term project or thesis and you probably know that Three of Hearts is your typical Girl meets girl. Girl is not girl. Girl hires guy to get girl back for her. When Joe (William Baldwin) is an escort/gigolo night and a phone sex operator during the day who is hired by Connie (Kelly Lynch) to e her date at her little sister's wedding because her lover, Ellen (Sherilyn Fenn), has been broken up with her. When Joe professes his love who really didn't want Joe, -i..terms with her own sexuality. Baldwin is convincing, Ellen is not. Joe (William Baldwin) is an escort/gigolo night and a phone sex operator during the day who is hired by Connie (Kelly Lynch) to e her date at her little sister's wedding because her lover, Ellen (Sherilyn Fenn), has been broken up with her. When Joe professes his love who really didn't want Joe, -i..terms with her own sexuality. Baldwin is convincing, Ellen is not. Joe (William Baldwin) works on a writing assignment that may help him win Connie's heart (Kelly Lynch) in Three of Hearts.
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WANTED IMMEDIATELY
Software and Equipment/Instrumentation Engineers

- Development of Unique Innovative Hardware & Software for (Petroleum) Wellbore Drilling and Completions
- System/Graphics/Data/Modelling
- Windows Environment (also running DOS)
- C++, FORTRAN (physical models) etc.
- TOP PAY for PARTTIME (~PERFORMANCE)
- FULLTIME position possible for the right person
- Small High-Tech R&D/Consulting/Software Firm

Send resumes to:
-One Cambridge Center; Suite 407
-Tel 415-262-6142
-FAX 617-621-6989

FREE!
Airline Reservations & Ticketing Service

Thomas Cook
1 BROADWAY, CAMBRIDGE

THOMAS COOK is an official authorized agent for all airlines and there is NO EXTRA CHARGE when you pick up your tickets at THOMAS COOK!

IF YOU'RE TRAVELING ON ANY OF
These Airlines . . .

American, United, Continental, America West
Delta, TWA, Northwest, USAir, British Air
Qantas, Air Canada, Iberia, Lufthansa, Swiss
Air, Air India, EL Al, Icelandair, Alitalia, Aer
Lingus, Viana, or even shuttle flights.

AVOID LONG LINES AT THE AIRPORT,
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS AND
PACK UP YOUR TICKETS AT

Thomas Cook
1 BROADWAY, CAMBRIDGE
868-2666

The List Visual Arts Center announces the winners of the first annual Vera List "CRITIC FOR A DAY" Prize Competition. Congratulations to Brooks Mendell (1st prize-$300) and Pawan Sinha (2nd Prize-$150) for their contributions to this annual competition which awards prizes to full-time MIT undergraduate or graduate students who demonstrate excellence in creative criticism on some theme of contemporary art.

Taking the LSAT?

THINK

your way to the right answer.

To get your highest possible LSAT score, you must:
- Discern the point and logic of arguments. Explain what you read. Understand how rules order and limit the universe. Construct a written position.
- These are the thinking skills required of a legal mind. Skills tested by the LSAT. Skills taught by Kaplan. And only Kaplan.

Call us to sign up for intelligent LSAT Prep.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question

Guaranteed $400. Two student clubs needed for fall project. Your group guaranteed at least $400.00. Must call before end of term. 1-800-602-0529 Ext. 99.

Small computer networking company looking for help in lab. Build, test, debug (other responsibilities to match skills). $12.16/hr. Great opportunity. Send resume to: UUNET Corporation, 45 Rosemary St., Medfield, MA 02146. Attn: Jeff Tabor.

Do you have a good idea and need help getting a patent? Call Mr. Scott (617) 633-2080.


Special Moving Rates for MIT Community. Receive MIT Discount toward Spring/Summer moving costs. Friendly, professional, local moving company to help with your local, USA, and international moving and storage call when available at 6453/723.

Sub Pop Got srokes someone with Mac and PC knowledge to link and load and to use our computer. Flexible temporary part time work. Red Lion/Mcchester. Low pay, free records. Call 282-2510.

We are hiring for our Cruise Ships New Hiring: Earn $2000/month + world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, Alaskan, etc.) Holiday, Summer, and Career employment available. No experience necessary. For employment call 1-203-324-0956. CB033.

Adoption: Dear birth mom, please feel comfortable calling. We're loving, professional family waiting to share lifetime of love/security with healthy white newborn. Expenses paid. Call collect Jodie/Eddie 617-332-9994.

Middlebury College Professor and family are looking for MIT needs to rent home or to rent for one year within commute of MIT starting August 1st. (302) 388-1649.

Slowvka/Poland summer trips led by local students. Hike in the scenic Tatras, visit a Gypsy village, explore castles and medieval towns, meet Slovaks and Poles. For details, call 804-505-5024.


Room for Rent: 1 room available in 3 bedroom apartment near Central Square. Large, spacious kitchen, living room, 15 minutes walk to MIT. Rent is $300/month + utilities. Call 492-0220 and ask for Paskop.

A leading options trading firm is currently seeking programmers for its trading and research groups. Heavy training involved. Strong C, C++ or Fortran required. Pluses include good grades, relational database or quantitative math skills. Please call for more information Alan Klein (312) 943-6194 or fax resume to (312) 943-6197. U.S. cit or perm. res. required. No internships available.
Participants Praise Science Day, LINKS

Science, from Page 1

Alan J. Lazarus, a senior research scientist and lecturer from the physics department, was looking at the science projects. "It's great for kids to get a chance to explore something," he said.

The general sentiment among the young students and the volunteers is that the day was a success, and it should be continued in the future. Aaron N. Chang '96, one of the volunteer judges, said that most of the students were very enthusiastic.

"Michelle Conka and Sandra Lima both seventh graders from Kennedy, received much spectator attention with their demonstrations: a die pickle on a wire. When they ran current through the wire, the pickle glowed because the sodium and chloride ions reacted with the electricity, they explained.

"MIT issues told us about it, and we wanted to try it," Cuthbert said.

Lisa added, "We had fun finding out if it does glow."

Kristen Scott, a seventh grader from Longfellow Elementary School, grew crystals for her science project which she did "for fun.

Samaria Mondes, a seventh grader from Fletcher Elementary School, said she liked working on her project because when studying science, she prefers hands-on experiments to book-work.

Nadene Riéde and Samantha Zandnuni, two seventh graders from Fitzgerald Elementary School, tested how well plants grow under lamps with different colored light bulbs. They said they enjoyed working on their project and hope to do another one next year.

Volunteers seemed to have a good time, too. "I enjoy seeing this kind of stuff again. It reminds me of grade school," said Jane M. Hammer '93.

Students volunteer in classes

The science resource teachers and the Public Service Center administrators also praised the LINKS program.

Neil Rice, the science resource teacher from Fletcher, has had 25 volunteers from Alpha Phi and Zeta Pi volunteering in his science classes this term. He said that the MIT students had the option to choose what grades they wanted to work with, and what they wanted to do, ranging from helping out in the classroom, to tutoring, to teaching a science unit.

He explained that as role models, the MIT students have "made a big difference." Because elementary school children tend "not to see teachers as real people," the MIT students can reach out to the kids. "Just talking to the kids, just their presence as role models," is good for these young students, Rice said.

The goal of the LINKS program is to get MIT students interested in public service and to reach out to the Cambridge community. Currently, 17 groups — including fraternities, all of the sororities, and two departments — are involved.

Safe Ride Expansion Limited by Budget

Safe Ride, from Page 1

The administration is taking this seriously," said Cuthbert. He and the class group made an interim schedule, which they presented to Immerman in March. The interim schedule was implemented in April, along with some minor route modifications, such as the addition of a stop at the Kendall Square T station on the Cambridge route and one at the intersection of Massachusetts Avenue and Beacon Street on the Boston route, said Immerman.

The Safe Ride service is expanding and evolving, Immerman said. Seven thousand people used the campus police on-call escort service annually before the advent of Safe Ride, but last year's total ridership was over 55,000, Glavin said. Both Glavin and Immerman described the service as a "victor of its own success."

The students made suggestions to expand the service, including the addition of airport service before holidays and daytime service during the winter. Immerman cited cost as the major factor limiting Safe Ride service expansion, saying that current operating expenses exceeded $200 thousand annually.

All those involved with Safe Ride stressed the importance of maintaining Safe Ride as a safety service and not a convenience shuttle. Speed will be sacrificed in favor of dependability, Cuthbert said. He also hopes that drivers would be more diligent in following the schedule.

Suggestions to expand Safe Ride to daytime or extensive off-campus service "are above and beyond what the campus police should be worried about," Glavin said. These expansions will probably not be made in the near future, Immerman said. However, "sooner or later, we will have a full-blown [shuttle] system," he said.
PROOF THAT A COLLEGE EDUCATION CAN STILL GET YOU SOMEWHERE.

FLY NORTHWEST NONSTOP TO L.A. OR SAN FRANCISCO FOR JUST $119.*

Northwest is offering special fares to students and staff on nonstop flights from Boston to Los Angeles or San Francisco. Just buy your ticket before May 20, 1993, and you’ll pay only $119 each way for roundtrip travel starting May 1 through May 31, 1993. (Fares are slightly higher for travel beginning June 1 through June 26, 1993.) No advance purchase is necessary, but you must complete all travel by June 30, 1993. As a bonus, you’ll receive 1500 extra WorldPerks miles each way. (Call Northwest for free member enrollment.)** To take advantage of our special rates, you must present a valid university or college ID when you buy your ticket and when you check-in at the airport. Call your travel agent, visit your Northwest City Ticket Office, or call Northwest at 1-800-225-2525. And fly Northwest - the ‘1 on-time airline three years in a row.*** Now offering more nonstop flights from Boston to more West Coast destinations than any other airline.

When making reservations refer agent to Promotion Code PD268. Fares are each way based on roundtrip coach class travel and are available only on nonstop Northwest Airlines' flights between Boston and Los Angeles or San Francisco. Tickets must be issued within 48 hours of reservation but no later than 5/20/93. *Roundtrip fares for travel commencing 6/1 through 6/26/93 are $129 each way. A valid university/college ID must be presented at time of ticketing and again at airport check-in. There is no advance purchase required, but you must stay over a Saturday night. All travel must be booked in “K” class. No refunds or returns are allowed. Revalidations are allowed. Seating is limited. Special fare is not valid with any other certificate/coupon/discount/bonus/upgrade or promotional offer. Passenger Facility Charges of $1 to $3 per airport may apply, up to $12 roundtrip. **1,500 mile WorldPerks Bonus is valid for all WorldPerks members flying Northwest on a nonstop flight between Boston and Los Angeles or San Francisco on a qualifying purchased ticket from 5/1 through 10/31/93. Please allow 2 to 3 days after your travel is complete for Bonus Miles to be credited to your WorldPerks account. ***Based on D.O.T. consumer reports for the seven largest U.S. airlines for the years 1990, 1991, and 1992.
Tomjanovich Is the Coach of the Year

Coach of the Year

1. Rudy Tomjanovich, Houston
2. Pat Riley, New York
3. Lenny Wilkins, Cleveland
4. John Lucas, San Antonio
5. George Karl, Seattle

Pat Riley is again passed up for the award, because Tomjanovich has done nearly as well with less talent. This is always the knock on Riley, although this is his sixth 60-win season in 11 years coaching, and many coaches have squandered stock better than the Knicks. Riley made some masterful changes to the starting lineup throughout the season and is a great motivator. Still, no one gave the Rockets a prayer at the start, and Rudy has guided them there.

Rookie of the Year

1. Shaquille O'Neal, Orlando
2. Alonzo Mourning, Charlotte
3. Tom Gugliotta, Washington
4. Walt Williams, Sacramento
5. Clarence Weatherspoon, Sixers

The Shaq was a run-away winner from the start, though he tired towards the end of what would have been his senior year. Mourning was impressive, putting up big numbers and leading the Hornets to the playoff promised land, despite holding out with a guaranteed $1 million from Nike for the first three weeks of the season. Gugliotta proved that he is not the next Larry Bird, but he deserves a much better team than the Bulls. Spoon proved he can jam with the best of them.

For honorable mention in a strong rookie crop: Harold Miner, Anthony Peeler, Robert Hurley, Jimmy Jackson, and Christian Laettner. Jimmy Jackson gets a mention for leading the Mav's to six wins in 20 games, when they could muster only four out of the previous 62. No one, including our humble scribes, likes Laettner (who bulked up over the summer by carrying bags for the Dream Team), but ghent mentioned because of his big numbers (18.2 ppg, 8.7 rpg).

Bonehead play of the week

This week we turn to the New York Mets clubhouse for this feature's fodder. Met outfielder Vince Coleman, practicing for the upcoming Memorial Tournament, tagged Dwight Gooden in the shoulder while swinging his nine iron in the Met locker room a couple of hours before Gooden was scheduled to pitch to the Dodgers last Monday night. Gooden was scratched from the lineup with a bruised shoulder, acquired by "bumping into something," the Mets said.

Gary Davis and Don Mattingly had a batting average lower than the .250 mark. Let's Argue, from Page 12.

ECONOMY Hardware & Home Center

484 Mass. Ave., Central Square, Cambridge 840-3300, 536-4013 (V/T/Y)

WOW!

$3.99

Power Strip SP

with this couponExpires 5/31/93

Save Money, Stay Out of the Coop!
We Have Everything A MIT Student Needs

Offers can not be combined. Limit 2 per person.

ECONOMY TAKE $5 OFF ANY PURCHASE $25 OR OVER or $10 OFF ANY PURCHASE $50 OR OVER with this coupon

Expires 5/31/93

Coupons can not be combined. Not valid on sale items.

GRADUATE LEVEL AUDIO

DAHLQUIST

The Dahlquist DD-20 is a quality subwoofer that violates an old tenet of audio 'affordable performance is no substitute for quality'. With 75 watts of reliable power, the DD-20 is a true stereo subwoofer with a built-in phase control, power amplifier and input transducer. It's everything a subwoofer should be and more. $3199.

NAD

The NAD 5000 is priced at planar to the S/P-CD players. It is a high-end subwoofer to planar with a $1000 price tag. It is a high-end subwoofer to planar with a $1000 price tag. An entry-level planar has less than an audiophile standard at less than a classifier price. $2999.

CELESTION

The Celestion Tryst is a high-performance subwoofer designed for the most demanding applications. It is designed for the most demanding applications. It is designed for the most demanding applications. It is designed for the most demanding applications. It is designed for the most demanding applications. It is designed for the most demanding applications. It is designed for the most demanding applications. $499.
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ing he played the early part of the season with injuries. He has also finished second in scoring for the seventh time in the last eight years.

Coach of the Year

1. Rudy Tomjanovich, Houston
2. Pat Riley, New York
3. Lenny Wilkins, Cleveland
4. John Lucas, San Antonio
5. George Karl, Seattle
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5. George Karl, Seattle

Pat Riley is again passed up for the award, because Tomjanovich has done nearly as well with less talent. This is always the knock on Riley, although this is his sixth 60-win season in 11 years coaching, and many coaches have squandered stock better than the Knicks. Riley made some masterful changes to the starting lineup throughout the season and is a great motivator. Still, no one gave the Rockets a prayer at the start, and Rudy has guided them there.

Rookie of the Year

1. Shaquille O'Neal, Orlando
2. Alonzo Mourning, Charlotte
3. Tom Gugliotta, Washington
4. Walt Williams, Sacramento
5. Clarence Weatherspoon, Sixers

The Shaq was a run-away winner from the start, though he tired towards the end of what would have been his senior year. Mourning was impressive, putting up big numbers and leading the Hornets to the playoff promised land, despite holding out with a guaranteed $1 million from Nike for the first three weeks of the season. Gugliotta proved that he is not the next Larry Bird, but he deserves a much better team than the Bulls. Spoon proved he can jam with the best of them.

For honorable mention in a strong rookie crop: Harold Miner, Anthony Peeler, Robert Hurley, Jimmy Jackson, and Christian Laettner. Jimmy Jackson gets a mention for leading the Mav's to six wins in 20 games, when they could muster only four out of the previous 62. No one, including our humble scribes, likes Laettner (who bulked up over the summer by carrying bags for the Dream Team), but ghent mentioned because of his big numbers (18.2 ppg, 8.7 rpg).

Bonehead play of the week

This week we turn to the New York Mets clubhouse for this feature's fodder. Met outfielder Vince Coleman, practicing for the upcoming Memorial Tournament, tagged Dwight Gooden in the shoulder while swinging his nine iron in the Met locker room a couple of hours before Gooden was scheduled to pitch to the Dodgers last Monday night. Gooden was scratched from the lineup with a bruised shoulder, acquired by "bumping into something," the Mets said.

Gary Davis and Don Mattingly had a batting average lower than the .250 mark. Let's Argue, from Page 12.
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New York, Utah to Meet in Final: Jets for Johnson

By Mike Duffy and Angela Helmer

In a match-up between the top two teams in the NFL, the New York Jets and the Utah Jets will face off in the Super Bowl.

The Jets, led by quarterback Joe Namath, have a record of 12-4-0 and a balanced offense that will challenge the Utah defense.

On the other hand, the Utah Jets are coming off a playoff loss to the Dallas Cowboys, but they have a powerful defense that could limit the Jets' scoring.

The game will kick off at 8:00 PM EST and is expected to be a close contest with implications for both teams' playoff aspirations.

Stay tuned for updates on this exciting matchup.